Redefine Agility with Smarter Operations

The only constant in the new normal is change. Because information varies from day-to-day, it’s hard to predict what the future will hold. Adding automation into your real estate strategy can help your organization get critical proof points you need to adapt in real time.

IoT by Sodexo uses sensors to measure, mechanize or monitor functions in a building, such as checking temperatures or space utilization. This modular solution lowers costs and increases the breadth of your data collection efforts by connecting multiple sensors into one gateway. Our horizontal platform enables you to mix and match without changing infrastructure or providers. And because data is pushed into one centralized dashboard with real time analytics, you can take immediate action to manage your real estate—whether your site is fully occupied or at reduced capacity.

Using IoT to make your building smarter is a small investment that delivers high returns. With better insight into your operations, you can redefine agility while improving user experiences and strengthening your bottom line.

By installing sensors in commercial refrigeration units, kitchen staff reduced manual temperature checking by 92%.

- Sodexo Client Temperature Monitoring Study, 2019
Optimize Real Estate, Improve Experiences

When you Rise with IoT by Sodexo, you can create new, more purposeful user experiences. Our plug-and-play service includes the sensors and support to capture, share, and analyze powerful information that allow you to make the most of every interaction in each space.

Each sensor uses LoRa to communicate to a Gateway off your network that has its own SIM Card to protect your network security and help keep your Wi-Fi channels clear.

Learn more about IoT by Sodexo and Sodexo’s complete range of programming at sodexorise.com Email: SodexoSalesUSA@sodexo.com | Phone: 866-433-8546

A Comprehensive Solution

PREPARE
Community risk audit and safety assessment

PROTECT
Disinfection cleaning, hand hygiene training, inspection and compliance

ENABLE
Nutritious to-go/prepared meals and digital technologies

SUPPORT
Onsite health communications

OPTIMIZE
Physical distancing, space management/ planning and efficiency services